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It's the weekend, it's the holiday and it's time to eat. So whether you're looking for the
best burger or a place to sink your teeth into some authentic Mexican food with a side
of tequila, look no further this Fourth of July if you're in Dallas and consider Dugg
Burger or Lazaranda Modern Kitchen & Tequila. Even better, do it with the top down
in the cool little 2015 Mazda MX-5 Miata.

Roadsters never go out of style and the 2015 Mazda MX-5 Miata brand of roadster is a
well loved and fine tuned machine. This year too, the Mazda folks added the 25th
Anniversary Edition trinI and there ,vere some minor changes to the base Sport
convertible trim with a cloth top versus vinyl from years past.

It's a tiny car, but it gave me a big smile as a scooted around the curves and turns, it
just feels good as takes the road with precision and great handling no matter the
situation.
The 2015 Mazda MX-5 Miata seats two and comes in four trinls: Base Sport, Club,
Grand Touring and the 25th Anniversary Edition. For this year's new 25th
Anniversary Edition you get better leather inside, 17-inch wheels and the added
Premium and Suspension packages standard.

Under the hood the 2015 Mazda MX-5 Miata offers a 2.0-liter inline four-cylinder
engine with 167 horsepower on the manual and 158 horsepo,ver on the automatic with
140-pound-feet of torque. If you opt for a sport it comes with a manual that is only
five-speed, but the three higher trims will give you a six-speed manual transmission.
Rear-wheel drive and all the trims also have a shift paddle option or, the base trim can
be had for a little more money ,vith a six-speed manual transmission.
While a bit snug that is part of the reality of a roadster and ,vhile tight it was still a
comfortable fit, I felt like I ,vas in a rocket getting ready to take off. And taking off is
exactly ,vhat you ,viii want to do for the Fourth so begin by discovering one of Dallas's
best burgers at Dugg Burger ,vhere you ,viii find a simple menu, but not a simple
taste.

Dugg Burger is located in Dallas' Lakewood area. These guys have created the perfect
burger concept where the juicy style burger, complete with organic meat, is served
inside a tasty bun. Even better, you get to choose your own fixings while the burger
master digs out the bun and replaces it with your chosen ingredients.

Turning the world of burgers upside down, Dugg Burger opened earlier this year and
was founded by Jeff Braunstein, Martin

Hennessy, Scott Spence and Jeremy Samson, four burger-loving restaurant industry
veterans who collectively boast over 70 years of experience.

A revolutionary burger concept indeed, Dugg Burger combines simplicity with
innovation and the name appropriately comes from the unique process of digging out
the top portion of the bun so as to reverse the burger-building process.

"Dallas is a burger town. People aren't even going to walk in the door if you don't have
a great burger," says Braunstein. "Guests have been loving our burger because our dug
out bun lets them taste more of the meat and toppings. This process also allows us to
provide a high quality, customized burger -- done quickly. We believe that was
something missing here in Dallas."
For toppings - ,veil that is simple since you can choose from the "Dugg Dozen"
toppings or take a chance on the day's rotating Lucky 13 topping, a surprise every day.

What is not a surprise however, the Dugg Burger philosophy, which emphasizes guest
customization while keeping pace with a faster moving style of foodie.
Of course for Mexican food lovers who ,vant some tequila to ,vash it down, check out
Lazaranda Modern Kitchen & Tequila, offering a classic and contemporary Mexican
cuisine meaning a meal Texans ,viii love with a modern Mexico-style flare. Lazaranda
is actually the first U.S. venture of veteran Mexican restaurateurs Mario Letayf and
Antonio Marquez.

